
House of Representatives, March 9, 1833.

The Committee on Education, to whom was referred
the Message of the Governor of the Bth inst., relat-
ing to the Survey of the Commonwealth,

REPORT
That said message, together with the report on the Tri-
gonometrical Survey of the Commonwealth by James Ste-
vens, the civil engineer, and a letter from Robert T.
Paine, Esq., marked No. 16, of the documents accom-
panying said message be printed for the use of the legis-
lature.

THOMAS A. GREENE, per order.

HOUSE No. 58.
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The Civil Engineer in the service of the State, em-
ployed in the Trigonometrical Survey of the Common-
wealth, having, in compliance with the requisition of
the Executive, prepared a connected, detailed Memoir
of his operations, the last Season, and of the prepara-
tion for the further prosecution of the work, the same is
herewith presented for your examination. The trans-
mission o( this paper is also accompanied by various
other Documents having relation to the direction of the
business of the Survey, and in connexion with the com-
munications heretofore made, will put the Legislature in
possession of all the information which can be afforded
by this Department, in respect to the past progress and
present state of this highly important concern.

The accounts of the Engineer have been settled in
the Executive Council, to the Ist of February last.
Owing to the favorable State of the weather, during the
early winter, the operations of the Field were advan-
tageously continued much longer than had been antici-
pated. Hence the expenditures have been made to
exceed the appropriations for the season. The excess

To the Honorable Senate,

and House ofRepresentatives :

samsik®3s»
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will appear by the Report and advice of Council there-
on, a copy of which is herewith submitted. An Esti-
mate by the Engineer, for the coming season will
likewise be found among the Papers.

The Legislature will also permit me to call their at-
tention to two Letters from Robert T. Paine, Esqr.,
who has undertaken to make the necessary Astronomi-
cal Observations for fixing the latitude and longitude ofO O

some principal places within the State, in reference to
the final projection of the map. Some further appro-
priation will be required to meet his contemplated ser-
vices the coming year.

In connexion with the general object, the attention of
Professor Hitchcock will be somewhat further required
in completing his Report for publication, and preparing
the Indices, and also perfecting his collection of Speci-
mens, with their descriptive labels and references. A
communication from him on this subject, with an esti-
mate of the proper compensation is therefore submitted.
Colonel Stevens, the Civil Engineer, has been directed
to report himself here with his Field Books,

for the
purpose of affording to a Committee of the General
Court, such Explanations in relation to the matter of
his various Reports, and the character and progress of
the work in which he is engaged, as may be desired.
He will await your pleasure for this purpose, and I res-
pectfully invite such inquiries on the subject, as shall
satisfy the Legislature of his ability and fidelity in the
task to which he has been assigned.

O

Council Chamber, )

March 8, 1833. ]

LEVI LINCOLN.



REPORT
ON THE

TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY

OF THE

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

BY JAMES STEVENS.

I have the honor herewith to present the Execu-
tive of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a brief ac-
count of the operations and progress in the trigonomet-
rical survey of the territory of this Commonwealth. It
will be perceived, by a reference to the first report made
on this survey, that there are three principal operations
necessary in its prosecution, consisting of the exact
measurement of a base line, the triangulation of the
whole surface of the State, and the orientation of the
survey. The measurement of the base line has been
accomplished in the most perfect and satisfactory man-
ner ; the memoranda and results of the computations
on its reductions, are deposited in the office of the Sec-
retary of State.

To His Excellency Levi Lincoln, Governor of the Com-

Sir :

monwealth of Massachusetts.
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The triangulation has been commenced, and a progress
made therein far exceeding our highest expectation, con-
sidering the short time employed and the small number of
persons engaged therein: this operation has occupied
the time of only five persons, five months, and a system of
triangles has been extended over a portion of the Com-
monwealth, embracing a surface of nearly four thousand
square miles, including the counties of Hampshire, Hamp-
den and Franklin, with half the county of Worcester,
and part of the county of Berkshire, within this area.
A sufficient number of station points in the primitive se-
ries of triangles have been made, and permanently mark-
ed, to connect all its parts. A great number of seconda-
ry objects have also been located, amply adequate, as
points of constant reference and verification, in all
the subordinate and topographical surveys. More than
two hundred quarto pages of the field notes have been
transcribed and re-calculated, and are now registering, to

be lodged in the archives of the State Department.
The orientation of the survey will be performed at

different intervals, in several parts of the State, as op-
portunities may be afforded for making the astronomical
observations.

The great advancement made in this survey must be
fairly attributed to the unremitted exertions, persevering
industry, and practical skill, of Simeon Borden, Lsq.,
civil engineer in the employ of the Commonwealth,
whose facility in the application of the exact sciences to

the purposes of our Geodesic operations, has rendered
his services highly valuable.

The uniform correctness and dispatch, in the sexeges-
imal calculations and comparisons, (so highly necessary in
the field,) have been very ably performed by our principal
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register, Philip M. Marvel, Esq., of Swansey in this
State, whose constant precision and attention to his du-
ties in the field, have induced a confidence in his perfor-
mance ot the Logarithmic computations in the bureau.
The general assistance rendered by Mr. David K. Carr,
his great assiduity, strict attention, and faithful perform-
ance of the duties assigned him, are duly appreciated.

The station allotted to Archimedes Stevens, a volun-
teer in the service, has been filled with reputation to him-
self and advantage to the Commonwealth.

An account of the operations during the last season,
and of the extensive preparation for the future prosecu-
tion of this survey, is exhibited in the following

Our field operations were commenced, the past sea-
son, at a much earlier period than usual; while yet the
snow covered our Base Line and its vicinity, an explo-
ration was made (in April,) of the level lands in the
county of Barnstable, for a locality for a Base of veri-
fication ; and, Monomoy Point, which had been recom-
mended as a suitable place for this purpose, was thor-
oughly examined, and found very favorably situated to
connect with the station points west of it; its shores
were formerly very straight; but, such has been the
changes in its shape by the inroads of the Atlantic
Ocean, that its shores have become curved and indent-
ed, and the whole point by a breach of the sea, become
an island, at least two miles from the south shore of
Chatham ; these and other causes, have rendered this
place unsuitable for our purpose: the observations made
at the south end of Monomoy, have verified our expec-
tations, that an extensive triangle nearly equilateral, may
be formed, resting on Monomoy Light, on the Light at

DETAIL MEMOIR.
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point Gammon, at Hyannis harbor, and on the great
point Light on Nantucket : these two last points will
connect with Cape Pogue Light, on Martha’s Vineyard
Island, and these again with favorably situated points
on the Falmouth shore : this exploration has also pre-
sented such a view of the coast, as to assure us of the
many positions and other means afforded for triangulat-
ing with the greatest facility the whole extent of the
Vineyard Sound, thereby locating with the greatest pre-
cision every island, head land, shoal and light house,
from Gay Head to Monornoy. A connection of the
most commanding points on the north shore of Cape
Cod, at Scargo-hil! in Dennis, at the high lands in Barn-
stable and Sandwich, with other stations finely situated,
on Monument Point, in Plymouth, at Race Point, near
the Light in Provincetown, at Wellfleet harbor, and at
several other places, along the west shore of Cape Cod,
offer every facility for the triangulation of Cape Cod
Bay and the whole eastern shore of the county of Ply-
mouth.

By reference to the last report on this Survey, it will
be perceived, that, the exact length of the Rod, with
which the Base Line was measured, had not, at that
time, been ascertained ; the Brass bar, on which the
British standard of linear measure had been transferred,
at a temperature of 60° Fahrenheit, not proving always
of the same length at the same apparent temperature,
and our means of transfering that length, being insuffi-
cient and defective, in consequence of the mutability
of the beam compass, it being constantly affected by
every change in the atmosphere ; we were obliged to
defer the measurement of the Rod, until a standard and
transfer bar could be constructed, on similar principles
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with the Rod itself. The inclemency of the winter af-
forded a proper opportunity for drafting and construct-
ing the standard and transfer bar, as also, for construct-
ing two instruments to be used as sectors, in placing
the tops of the signals exactly over the centre of the sta-
tions : during this season also, a re-calculation was made
of the bases, deduced from the co-sines of the angles
of inclination of the Rod, in the measurement of the
Base Line ; and a regular registration thereof made, to
be placed in the office of the Secretary of State, with
other documents for their safe keeping. In February
and March, all the instruments were finished, and a set
of pyrometrical experiments instituted on the standard
and transfer bar, which proved the extreme accuracy
of their construction, and the permanency of their
'points of constant position, which always remained at
the same distance, through every temperature, from the
freezing to the boiling point.

A partial examination was made, of the Seckonk
Plains in March, but the weather proving extremely
unfavorable, the result was unsatisfactory. After re-
turning from Monomoy, a thorough examination was
made of the Seekonk Plains, which resulted in a con-
viction, that a position may be obtained for a fine of
verification, on these plains, very favorably situated
with respect to a station point on the high lands near
Providence, and an eminence in Rehoboth.

By the first of May, we commenced erecting signals,
and placed one on Mount Olympus, in Troy, near the
mouth of the Taunton River, one on the Blue Hills in
Milton, one on Prospect Hill, in Waltham, others on the
Wachusett Mountain in Princeton, on the Grand Monad-
nock in New Hampshire, on the Hasnebumskit Hill in

2 h
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Paxton, and on Colonels Mount in Palmer, and on Chand-
ler’s hill in Worcester ; many other stations were visited,
and their facilities for triangulation and connection duly
noted : all the instruments were transported from the
coast to the Base Line ; the weather was uncommonly
cold, wet and windy, and we experienced a severe snow
storm on the 24th of May. In June, we adjusted the
signals at each end of the Base Line, furnished with
cloth, the signal at Mount Lincoln in Pelham, and the
signal at Hilliard’s Knob in Granby, erected the sig-
nals blown down in the winter, on Mount Esther,
near Conway and on Mount Tom in Northampton,
replaced the signal on the East end of the Mount
Tom range, in a line with the Base prolonged, and
made every other preparation necessary for com-
mencing our triangulation at the Base; signals were
erected this month, on Walnut Hill, nine miles west of
Shelburn Falls, on More’s Hill in Goshen, on the
Saddleball Mountain in Adams, and on Mount Grace in
Warwick ; we explored the heights of Westharapton,
the hills of Norwich, the Green Mountains in Chester,
and traversed the Pelham Ridge, through Shutesbury,
Wendall and New Salem, to Norlhfield.

In July, while the weather was warm and hazy, and
the fog filled the whole valley of the Connecticut River,
we measured and a number of times repeated the meas-
ure, of the Base measuring Rod, by our standard and
transfer bar, every measure so completely coincided,
that we were fully convinced of the perfection of our
apparatus and the exact length of our Rod : The Rod
was detached, and repacked with all the Base appara-
tus, ready to be transported to the base of verification.

On the seventh, we pitched our Tent on the North
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end of the Base, set up our large Theodolite, and com-
menced our triangulation ; observed the angle between
the Base Line and the signal on Mt. Lincoln, in Pel-
ham, being the first point in the primitive series of tri-
angles east of the Base : within this angle, stood the
station point at Hilliard’s Knob in Granby, on the most
prominent spurr of the Holyoke range, near its east
end, the angles between Mount Lincoln and Hilliard’s
Knob, and the Base Line and Hilliard’s Knob, although
observed with great care, and frequently repeated, did
not coincide with the quantity of the angle between the
Base and Lincoln, which just included them; this disa-
greement was suspected to proceed from a spring in
the Instrument, or from the expansion of some of its
parts, occasioned by the heat emanating from the obser-
ver; the Theodolite was always covered with a large
circular Tent, which prevented the instrument from
being affected by the rays of the sun, or by the force of
the wind : the stand of the Theodolite was constructed
in the most permanent manner, and placed on strong
piles driven firmly into the earth, and permitted to re-
main on these piles, several hours before commencing
the observations: The angle between two objects,
when observed in the morning, did not agree with the
angle between the same objects, when observed in the
evening : this led to the belief that our observations
were affected by causes, other than those before sus-
pected : the tremulous exhalation from the earth, dur-
ing the heat of the day, impeded our observations, and
frequently wholly obstructed them, to avoid which, re-
peated observations were made before sunrise, and im-
mediately after, and again towards evening, essays were
also made, at different times of the day, and in various
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states of the atmosphere, by observing the angles be-
tween objects in every direction round the horizon, the
result has convinced us, that the disagreement in our
observations is occasioned by a refraction in azimuth of
the visual ray in its passage from the object observed to
the eye of the observer, this ray passing through media
of different densities, may cause the refraction in azi-
muth, in the same manner as the refraction in altitude
of the visual ray is produced : the view of our signals
frequently passed over the sandy and extensively culti-
vated plains in the valley of the Connecticut River,
sometimes crossing that River, and generally passing
over large tracts of woodland, interspersed with culti-
vated farms; the exhalation from these different surfa-
ces, differing in rapidity and in density, will produce
the different media through which the ray must pass;
the light, too, may have some agency in producing this
refraction, for the signals appeared to be very different-
ly affected by this phenomenon, at different times of the
day ; and it was always difficult to determine, whether
this refraction caused the signal to appear to move
towards its true place or from it: the quantity of this
refraction is inconstant; it has frequently exceeded
twenty seconds, and as often not amounted to ten sec-
onds : the tremulous exhalation from the earth appeared
to cease, as soon as the dew commenced falling, and
we supposed that this refraction would then cease also,
but, continued experience has fully proven, that this is
not the case : the existence of this refraction in azimuth
we are fully convinced of, but the law which governs
its aberrations we have not, as yet, been able to deter-
mine.

Extremely unfavourable weather caused our detention
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at the north end of the Base for ten days ; and we left it*
without being perfectly satisfied with some of our obser-
vations. The secondary objects, observed at this sta-
tion, were the church in Whateley, and the church at
Bloody Brook Village, in the south parish of Deerfield.
The zenith distances of the tops of the signals, on Mt.
Esther and on Hilliard’s were also duly observed.

We repaired to the south end of the Base, pitched
our tent, and were favoured with a heavy, cool rain, for
twelve hours ; immediately after which, we commenced
measuring the angles between the Base and the sameo o

objects observed at the north end of the line ; the tremu-
lous exhalation had ceased, the air was cool and serene*
during the whole day, our observations were perfect,
and the angles compared with the greatest exactitude.
We remained here but two days, and accomplished
more, in ten hours, with perfect satisfaction, than we
were enabled to perform in ten days, at the north end
of the line ; at this station, the exterior angles were ob-
served, between the signal on the Mount Tom range,
in the Base line prolonged, and the signals at the other
stations, opposite the Base. The signal at the north
end of the Base could not be seen, but by observing the
exterior angle , at the south end of the Base, and deduct-
ing its quantity from the sum of two right angles, gave
the interior angle ; the measure of the exterior angle,
also afforded the best means of proving the accuracy of
the observations of all the angles in every triangle form-
ed on the Base, by the well known demonstration that
“ the exterior angle in every triangle is equal to the sum
of the two interior and opposite angles .” There were
no secondary angles observed at the south end of the
Base, and only the Zenith distances of Mt. Lincoln and
Hilliard’s Knob.
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The first station west of the Base is situated on Mt.
Esther, in Whateley, near the south line of Conway,
more than a thousand feet above the level of the Base
Line ; here we were enveloped in a dense cloud for
two days, during which time a signal was erected on
High Kidge, a very prominent point, near the line be-
tween Conway and Williamsburg, west of Mt. Esther
several miles ; when the fog cleared off, our morning
observations were very good, the air clear and cool, our
signals well defined, they appeared as placed on islands,
in an ocean of fog, which filled the whole valley of the
Connecticut, as far as the eye could discern ; the even-
ing observations appeared best, when in the valley, in
consequence of the fog and smoke which covered the
plains in the morning ; but the morning observations
were much more to be depended on, when made on the
mountains ; the angles observed at this station were be-
tween the signals on the two ends of the Base, on Mt.
Lincoln, Hilliard’s Knob, Mt. Tom, and High Ridge.
The secondary angles were between the signal on the
north end of the Base, and the following churches, viz.
church in Bloody Brook village, at Sunderland, at Shutcs-
bury, Belchertown, Amherst south Parish, Hatfield,
Hadley and South Hadley, Chapel at Amherst College,
and Amherst Factory Steeple. Also, observed the
zenith distances of the tops of the signals at each end
of the Base, and on Mt. Lincoln, Hilliard’s Knob, and
Mt. Tom, and we left the station, satisfied with the
accuracy of our operations.

On the first of August, we repaired to our station
point on Mt. Tom, on the highest peak at the southern
extremity of the range, near the line between West
Springfield and Northampton, pitched our tent, set up
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our instruments, and commenced observations, but, the
weather being very warm, and uncommonly hazy, and
our progress slow, we availed ourselves of this unfavour-
able weather, to erect signals on all the best situated
and most prominent points around this commanding sta-
tion ; as there were at this time but a few signals erect-
ed, which could be seen from Mt. Tom, it would ad-
vance our operations far more, and give us a greater
opportunity of verifying and comparing our angles, by
having erected every signal necessary to be seen from
this station, at the commencement of our operations;
while the assistants were employed in erecting the sig-
nals, essays were made on Mt. Tom, to acquire a more
perfect knowledge of the way and manner in which our
observations were affected by the azimuthal or lateral
refraction, and whether the inflection of the ray of light
was constantly on the same side of the object observed ;

the station point on Mount Tom being elevated and
finely situated, near the middle of the great valley,
formed by the Connecticut river on the east, and the
extensive and highly cultivated plains of South Hamp-
ton on the west, afforded very distant views in almost
every direction, this will cause, perhaps, the apexes of
a greater number of triangles to rest on the summit of
Mount Tom, than on any other station point within the
Commonwealth.

The signals observed from the top of Mount Tom,
include an area of more than three hundred square miles,
these signals also serve as station points on three sides of
three othcrspaces, nearly equal in extent, lying on the east,
west and north of this area; the space south of this area
is furnished with a sufficient number of signals for its
triangulation, and for the exact location of a portion of
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the southern boundary of the slate, the angles observed
at the Mount Tom station, in the primitive series, rest-
ed on signals placed on Grand Monadnoc in New Hamp-
shire, the Wachusett in Princeton, Hitchcock’s hill,
in Wales, on Peaked Mount, in Monson, on Rattle-
snake Mount in Wilbraham, on Provens Mount in West
Springfield, on Winchell’s Mount in Granville, on Dug
Hill in Blandford, at High Ridge in Conway, More’s
Hill in Goshen, Mount Esther in Whateley, Hilliard’s
Knob in Granby, and Mount Lincoln in Pelham. There
were also many angles measured, which embraced two,
or more, of these signals : the secondary angles taken at
this station, are subtended by the consecutive lines from
the church in South Hadley, the west church in Gran-
by, north church in Belchertown, church in Hardwick,
east church in Granby, church in Palmer, Steeple of
Factory at Putt’s Bridge in Ludlow, churches in North
Wilbraham, in Long Meadow, east parish in Chickapee
village, academy in West Springfield, church in West
Springfield, in Ireland Parish West Springfield, in Long
Meadow West Parish, South Church in Blandford, in
South Hampton, North Church in Blandford, with four
spires, in West Hampton with Square tower, in East
Hampton, no steeple, the church in the South West
Parish of Williamsburgh, and the house on Holyoke
mountain. At Mount Tom station were observed the
zenith distances of the tops of the signals on Mount
Lincoln, Hilliard’s Knob, High Ridge, and Rattlesnake
mountain.

Our principal observations on Mount Tom were made
in the morning, and not being furnished with camp equi-
page that we might lodge on the mountain, compelled
us frequently to leave our lodgings long before day light
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to ascend as far as our horses were able to travel, and
then an hour’s hard walk to the summit afforded only
time to set up and adjust our instrument by sunrise ; and
as our evening observations were made at, or near sun-
set, we could seldom reach our lodgings till nine in the
evening, thus being employed eighteen hours a day,
and often without food during the whole time ; we how-
ever left this station fully satisfied with the accuracy of
our operations, and repaired to the station on Mount
Lincoln, in Pelham, with all our equipment, except the
great theodolite, which, requiring an additional clamp,
caused an unavoidable detention of a few days.

The station at Mount Lincoln, being the first point
east of the Base, in the primitive triangles, and the angle
at this station being the first, opposite the Base, we were
desirous that its exact quantity should be determined, es-
pecially as we were doubtful of the accuracy of the an-
gle between the Base and Mount Lincoln, taken at the
north end of the Base. Our operations on Mount Lin-
coln were much retarded by the heavy fogs which filled
the valley of the Connecticut almost every morning.
The angles in the primitive series, observed at Mount
Lincoln, rested on signals at both ends of the Base, at
Mount Esther, High Ridge, Hilliard’s Knob, Mount
Tom, More’s Hill, Colonel’s Mount, in Palmer, and
Wachusett, in Princeton; and the secondary angles
were expanded, by the signal at south end of the Base,
and the church at Whateley, and the chapel at Amherst
College.

On completing our observations at Mount Lincoln, on
the 24th of September, the weather became cool, and a
long rain had cleared the atmosphere of smoke and vapor.
We hastened to the station at Hilliard’s Knob : here, he-

3 h
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ing favored with fine weather, we completed all our ob-
servations in one day. Ihe comparisons of tne angles
around the whole circuit of the horizon were satisfacto-
ry, and when compared with each other, left no doubt
of their accuracy. The primitive angles at this station,
are between the signals on Mount Lincoln, Wachusett,
Mount Grace, (in Warwick) Colonel’s Mountain, Hitch-
cock’s Hill, Peaked Mountain, Rattlesnake Mountain,
More’s Hill, High Ridge, Mount Esther, Mount Tom,
and the signals at each end of the Base line ; the sec-
ondary objects were the churches in Hardwick, Belcher-
town, North Wilbraham, Northampton, south church in
Williamsburg, in Hadley, in Goshen with no steeple, in
Hatfield with four turrets, in Whateley, at Bloody Brook,
in Sunderland, north church in Amherst, chapel at Am-
herst College, east church in Amherst, south Parish
in Amherst, in Shutesbury, and church in Pelham.

Wishing to avail ourselves of the fine weather which
now favored us, we proceeded without delay to the sta-

tion at the north end of the Base, to verify, or correct
the doubtful observations made at that point; this we

were enabled to perform in a few hours, and found the
three angles in the first triangle east of the Base, equal
to two right angles, within the fraction ol a second, and
the angles of two other triangles resting on the Base and
Hilliard, and the Base and Esther, compared within a

fraction of a second to each angle; which has amply
proven the accuracy of our observations. From this sta-

tion, we rode forty miles to a station on Rattlesnake
Mountain, in the town of Wilbraham, on the south boun-

dary of the Commonwealth. The weather still contin-
uing clear and cool in the morning and evening, we re-

mained at this station but three days, and observed the
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angles in the primitive series of triangles, between the
signals on Peaked Mountain, Hitchcock’s Hill, Provens
Mountain, Winchell’s Mountain, Dug Hill, Mount Tom,
and Hilliard’s Knob, a signal on the State line east, and
another on the State line west. The secondary objects
observed, were the Orthodox church in Northampton,
church in South Hadley, factory steeple at Putt’s Bridge
in Ludlow, west church in Granby, east church in Gran-
by, church in Ludlow no steeple, church in Belchertown,
in Hardwick, in West Granville, in Southwick, in Long
Meadow, Agawam church in West Springfield, Feeding-
hills church in West Springfield, church in Westfield, in
east parish of Long Meadow, in Blandford, in Old
Springfield, academy in West Springfield, church in West
Springfield first north of the academy, and church in Ire-
land parish, West Springfield. From Rattlesnake Moun-
tain, we went to Peaked Mountain, near the south line
of Monson: our station point here was on the highest
point of Peaked Mountain, a very commanding position.
The rain and foggy weather detained us at this point six
days: we completed our observations on the 12th of
October, the angles comparing well, and we had no doubt
of their accuracy; our observations here were affected
but seldom with the lateral refraction ; we became some-
what more accustomed to the appearance of the horizon,
of the atmosphere, and of the wavey motion near the dis-
tant signals, which indicated the existence of this re-
fraction : at this station were observed the signals on
Mount Tom, Hilliard’sKnob, Colonel’s Mountain, Hitch-
cock’s Hill, Rattlesnake Mountain, Provens Mountain,
and Winchell’s Mountain.

The secondary objects observed, were south church in
Williamsburg, church in South Hadley, Orthodox church
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in Northampton, house on Holyoke, churches in Belcher-
town, in Shutesbury, in Prescot, in Hardwick, in North
Brookfield, in Stafford,Conn., in Westfield, in South Wil-
braham, in Springfield with four spires, in Ireland Parish,
and the church in West Hampton.

A signal was erected on the south boundary of the
State, near the south east corner of the town of Mon-
son, from which the position of the boundary was deter-
mined : the angle between Peaked Mountain and Hitch-
cock’s Hill was observed, and between these stations,
and a temporary signal on the State line east, and an-
other on the State line west. By the 18th of October,
we had completed all the observations at the stations
having signals on all sides of them. It now became ne-
cessary that other signals should be erected ; and while
the assistants were settintj another range of signals, tna-~ O o 7

ny of the field notes were transcribed and re-calculated ;

and an examination was made of the country for station
points, on and near the corners of Rhode Island and
Connecticut. During this explorement, signals were
placed on Hatchet Hill in Southbridge, on the South
boundary of the Commonwealth, and on Muggit Hill in
Charlton, on Tuft’s Hill in New Braintree, on Hawes’
Hill in Barre, on the Patatic Mountain in Ashby, near
the north line of the State, on Mount Desertion in Wen-
dall, and on Packard’s Mountain in New Salem. On
our route to these stations, many prominent points were
noticed, with a view to their occupancy in the extension
and connection of the triangles, in our future operations.
We again commenced observations on Hitchcock’s Moun-
tain in Wales, the third of November. Fogs and heavy
gales of wind impeded our operations till the eighth, on
which day we completed most of the observations, and
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left the station on the ninth, having observed the sw-
nals on Peaked Mountain, on Rattlesnake Mountain, on
Mount Tom, on Hilliard’s Knob, on Mount Lincoln, and
on Colonel’s Mountain, Hasnebumskit Hill in Paxton,
Muggit Hill in Charlton, and signals on the south boun-
dary of the Commonwealth. The signal on the Wachu-
sett could have been seen, but it was thrown down. The
secondary objects, were the north church in Hardwick,
the church in Paxton, Leicester, Charlton, Belchertovvn
and Petersham, and the house on Holyoke Mountain.
We measured the zenith distances of the tops of the sig-
nals on Rattlesnake, Peaked, and Colonel’s Mountains,
and on Hasnebumskit Hill. The signal on the Wa-
chusett having been re-set, we moved to the station on
Colonel’s Mountain, near the line between Western and
Palmer, about two miles south east of Ware village : here
the snow, fogs and wind detained us until the twenty-
fifth, when we finished ; having observed the signals on
Mount Lincoln, on Packard’s Mountain, the Wachusett,
Hasnebumskit, Muggit, Peaked Mountain, Hitchcock’s
Hill, Rattlesnake Mountain, Mount Tom, and Hilliard’s
Knob. The secondary objects, were north church in
Charlton, churches in Belchertown, Ware town, Shutes-
bury, New Braintree, Oakham, Spencer, and in South
Brookfield. We measured the zenith distances of the
tops of the signals on Hitchcock, Peaked, Muggit, Pack-
ard and Hasnebumskit.

We removed to Tuft’s Hill in New Braintree on the
26th, and finished all our observations on the 28th. The
weather was remarkably fine and clear; we perceived but
very little lateral refraction, and the tremulous exhala-
tions did not obstruct our operations. A comparison of
the angles exhibited a great degree of accuracy in the
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observations, and a coincidence of the angles. The sig-
nals observed were those on the Wachusett, Hasnebum-
skit, Muggit, Peaked, Packard’s, Deserted Mountain in
Wendall, Mount Grace in Warwick, Hawes’ Hill in
Bane, and the Patatic mountain in Ashby.

Secondary objects : churches in Oakham, Princeton,
Rutland, Spencer, Charlton, New Braintree, Pelham,
Hardwick, Prescot, Shuteshury, Petersham, Barre,Tem-
pleton and Huhbardston. We measured the zenith dis-
tances of Wachusett, Packard’s, Hasnebumskit and Mug-
git ; and we left the mountain on the twenty-ninth.

We next occupied Hawes’ Hill in Barre, where a snow
storm prolonged our stay three days ; we finished our
observations at this station on the fifth of December, hav-
ing observed the signals on the Wachusett, Hasnebum-
skit, Tuft’s, Packard’s and Patatic Mountains, and Mount
Grace.

The secondary objects, were the churches in Prince-
ton, Rutland, Oakham, Barre, Prescot, Shuteshury, Netv
Salem, Petersham, Winchendon, Templeton and Hub-
bardston. 'The zenith distances were measured to the
Wachusett Mountain, Tuft’s Hill, and Packard’s Moun-
tain. The country on all sides of this station was cov-
ered with snow ; the temperature was at the freezing
point and sometimes colder, which afforded us an oppor-
tunity of observing whether the tremulous motion in the
atmosphere ceased, when the surface on which the sun’s
rays fell was white, and the weather so cold ; our essays
were made in several days, on some of which we found
the tremulous motion commenced at sun rise, and ceased
two hours before the sun set ; the motions appeared short
and quick, and we perceived much less lateral refraction.
We had remarked during the summer months, that when
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the tremulous motion was quick, our observations were
less liable to be affected by this refraction.

On the sixth of December we pitched our tent at the
station point on the summit of Packard’s Mountain, in
New Salem, and completed our observations on the tenth,
having observed the signals at the Patatic, Wachusett,
Hasnebumskit, Colonel’s, Deserted, Hawes’ and Tuft’s
Mountains, and Mount Grace.

The secondary objects, were the churches at Rutland,
Prescot, New Salem, Athol, Petersham, Princeton, and
a church in New Salem, about one mile east of this sta-
tion.

The zenith distances were measured to Mount Grace,
Hawes’ Hill, Colonel’s Mountain, Deserted Mountain,
and the Wachusett Mountain. This station was the last
in the range having signals on all sides of it: we there-
fore repaired immediately to the south boundary of the
Commonwealth, for the purpose of erecting signals on
the lines and corners of the States of Rhode Island and
Connecticut, and on other points favorably situated for
our future triangulation. Signals were placed on the
north west corner of Rhode Island, over the monument
at that point, and on Mount Daniel, in Webster, near
the north east corner of Connecticut; also, on Wollom
Pond Ridge, on Eddy’s Hill in Douglass, on a hill three
miles east of Douglass church, on Signal Hill in Cum-o 7 o

berland, on Redbrush Hill in Wrentham, on Rock Hill in
Rehoboth, on King’s Rock in Swansey, on one corner
of the State at Toweesett Neck, and on another corner
at Hundred Acre Cove in Rehoboth.

The uncommonly fine weather has permitted us to ex-
tend our field operations more than two months beyond
the time we were compelled to retreat last season, and
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has afforded an opportunity for reconnoitering and fix-
ing on proper stations, from which to locate the ten cor-

ners of this Commonwealth along the eastern boundary
of the State of Rhode Island. The inclement part of
the season will be employed in registering and re-calcu-
lating the field notes, in making a comparison of the an-
gles, and in the Logarithmic calculations of the lines
connecting all the station points, in the primitive series
of triangles, throughout the survey.

With the highest regard,
Your Excellency’s most ob’t serv’t,

JAMES STEVENS.

I have the honor to be,

Boston , March, 1833.



Boston, Dec. 31, 1832.

Sir.

I have the pleasure of herewith communicating a state-
ment of the progress made in the astronomical depart-
ment of the trigonometrical survey of Massachusetts.

In the commencement thereof, it was considered expe-
dient to determine the latitude of one town in each county,
of the largest town generally, and of a few prominent
points on the coast, as, although this was not absolutely
necessary for the accurate construction of the map, greater
confidence would naturally be placed in results arrived
at by two different ways. With this view therefore,
observations have been made at Cape Cod Light House,
Chatham Lights, Monomoy Point Light, Nantucket,
Barnstable, Sandwich, Plymouth, New Bedford, Mount
Hope, Providence College, Boston, Lowell, Worcester,
Amherst College, Northampton, Springfield and Pitts-
field, (which observations I am now engaged in reducing)
and it is proposed, in the course of a few months to visit
Salem, Cape Ann Light, Newburyport, Taunton, Con
cord, Dedham, Greenfield and Williamstown ; and per-
haps some of those first enumerated, for the purpose of
verifying the observations already made.

The longitude of the State House has been deduced
with enormous labor, from corresponding observations of
eclipses of the sun, and occupations of the fixed stars,
made in Boston or its immediate vicinity, and in some
one of the astronomical observatories in Europe, and the
position of that building, both with respect to its latitude

4 h
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and longitude, is considered as well (if not better) deter-
mined, as that of any other point in America ; —for the
ascertaining: the difference between the longitude of thato o

building and of any other place in the State, I have been
compelled to rely altogether on chronometers, but never-
theless hope to be enabled to state, in my final report,
the position of Monomoy Point Light House, Nantucket,
Plymouth, New Bedford, Lowell, Worcester, Amherst
College and Pittsfield, within two seconds of time, and
greater precision cannot be hoped for, to be attained.

Your ob’t. serv’t.,

R. T. PAINE.

To His Excellency
Governor Lincoln.

I am, Sir, very respectfully,






